
Meaning and Importance of Gurbani and Nitnem 

 

Nit-Nem is a compound word. ‘Nit’ means daily, regularly or always. ‘Nem’ is the Punjabi form of ‘Neeam’ 

meaning law, rule or practice. ‘Nitnem’ thus means ‘daily practice’. 
 

Nit Nem is a collaboration of different banis that were designated to be read by sikhs every day - the banis 

to be read has been prescribed in the Panthic Sikh Reht Maryada, (the Sikh Code of Conduct). The Nit Nem 

bani's usually include the Panj bania which are read in the morning between 3:00 am and 6:00 am (this 

period is considered as Amrit Vela or the Ambrosial Hours) and Rehras Sahib in the evening 6pm and Kirtan 

Sohila at night before sleeping. 
 

The Panthic Sikh Rehat Maryada has not been updated with an amendment made in 1985. The morning 

Nitnem was corrected to include all 5 Banian; Japji Sahib, Jaap Sahib, Svaiyye, Chaupai Sahib and Anand 

Sahib.  

 

 
 

The Five Banis recited by Sikhs each morning and these are the same banis that the Panj Pyare recite while 

preparing Amrit on the occasion of Amrit Sanchaar (Sikh Initiation/ baptism), a ceremony held to admit 

initiates into the Khalsa Brotherhood. 
 

Japji Sahib is the first sacred composition found in the Guru Granth Sahib. It is a famous and concise 

summary of Sikh philosophy which was compiled by Guru Nanak Dev Ji. The compilation consists of the 

Mool Mantar, an opening Salok or verse, a set of 38 Pauris and a final closing Salok. This Bani called Japji 

Sahib, appears at the very beginning of the Guru Granth Sahib. The word Jap means to recite/to chant. Ji is 

a word that is used to show respect as is the word ‘Sahib’.  
 

Jaap Sahib is the bani uttered by Guru Gobind Singh Ji. It is the second bani of the five in the daily morning 

prayer routine of a Sikh. Jaap Sahib is made up of 199 verses and is the first Bani of Sri Dasam Granth Sahib 

Ji. The language of Jaap has words and compounds drawn from Sanskrit, Brij Bhasha, Arabic and Persian.  



Tva Prasad Swayas is bani composed by Guru Gobind Singh which tells us how to worship and realise God. 

This Bani appears in Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji. Historical accounts says that this bani was composed for 

Raja Bhim Chand when Guru ji was in Paunta Sahib to show him that by having thousands of forces or 

infinite land or kingdoms, one cannot attain God.  
 

Kabiobach Benti Chaupai is bani composed by Guru Gobind Singh and appears in Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji. 

The Bani offers protection and security and many Sikhs recite this bani to gain spiritual safety and defence 

from external and internal enemies, worries and afflictions. The Gurmukhi text is simple yet very powerful 

and gives one self confidence and an upbeat feeling. This bani gives one the feeling of reliability and 

dependability on the Lord. If one has negative feelings and a lack of confidence in the future, one should 

recite this bani to get an instant boost. 
 

Anand Sahib is bani that was written by Guru Amar Das Ji and appears in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. It is said 

that the person who recites this Holy Bani daily with dedication, attention and comprehension, will achieve 

Anand (Complete Happiness or Bliss) in life.  
 

Rehiras Sahib is the evening prayer of the Sikhs, which speaks of the greatness of Waheguru. As recorded 

in the Guru Granth Sahib Ji, it contains the hymns of five different Gurus; Guru Nanak Dev Ji, Guru Amar 

Das Ji, Guru Ram Das Ji, Guru Arjan Dev Ji and Guru Gobind Singh Ji. Each section of the prayer casts light on 

another aspect of God. It is recited after a hard days work when one is tired. It adds energy to both the 

body and the mind allowing one to conclude their day, giving thanks to the Almighty for the completion of 

another successful day.  
 

Kirtan Sohila is the night time prayer said by all Sikhs before they go to sleep. The first three shabads were 

uttered by Guru Nanak Dev Ji, the fourth shabad by Guru Ram Das Ji and the fifth shabad by Guru Arjan Dev. 

This bani describes the pain of separation and celebrating the bliss of union.  

 

 

Maryada of doing Amritvela Nitnem is as follows: 

1) One should get up at Amritvela. Nitnem should be done during Amritvela. 
 

2) One should do full body Ishnaan. While doing Ishnaan, Gurbani paath, Mool Mantra or Gurmantra should 

be chanted. 
 

3) One should wear Suchay-Bastar (clean clothes) and one must wear Gurmukhi Baana. Some people do 

Nitnem wearing track pajamas and t-shirts. This is not appropriate. If possible, one should reserve clothes 

just for doing nitnem and Maharaj jee's sewa. Imagine if one was to get darshan of Guru Sahib, could one 

come before Guru Sahib without Gurmukhi Baana? So wearing Gurmukhi baana means one is ready for 

Darshan of Guru Sahib. Who knows which fortunate Amritvela will bring Guru Sahib's darshan. One should 

be ready for Darshan all the time. 
 

4) One should stop worldly thoughts from coming in the mind and should focus the mind on Gurbani 

meanings and the sound that comes while doing paath. Whether one does paath audibly or in the Surthee, 

either way, one should make an attempt to listen to the sound of Gurbani. While doing Nitnem, one should 

also make an effort to do Naam Abhyaas but this stage comes with a lot of hard work and it is a Bakshish of 

Guru Sahib. The main focus should be Gurbani meanings and Gurbani paath. The Naam part comes 

automatically, with time. 
 

5) Ardaas is a must after doing Nitnem. Formal Ardaas is part of the Nitnem and must be done at least 

twice a day (morning and evening). 
 

6) When doing evening Nitnem, many Gursikhs do Ishnaan but the very least that one should do is do punj-

ishnaana (washing 2 hands, two feet and face including the mouth). Even before doing Sohila Sahib, one 

should do Punj Ishnaana. 

 

 

 

 



Is there any point doing Gurbani paaht if I do not understand the meanings? 

One day Sikhs inquired Sri Guru Har Rai Sahib Ji whether those who read the Guru’s hymns without 

understanding them derived any spiritual advantage there from. Guru Ji gave no reply at the time. The next 

morning whilst travelling, on a level plain on their way he saw pieces of a pot, which had held butter. The 

sun was melting the butter on the potsherds. Guru Ji took one of them in his hand and said; 
 

“You see, my Sikhs, these are old potsherds, but when they are heated, the butter that has adhered 

to them rapidly melt. As the grease adheres to the potsherds, so do the Guru’s hymns to the heart 

of his Sikhs. At the hour of death the Guru’s instruction shall assuredly bare fruit. Whether 

understood or not, it has within it the seed of salvation. Perfume clings even to a broken vase. 
 

The meaning is that, whoever daily reads the Guru’s hymns shall assuredly obtain peace. And even 

though he does not fully understand them Waheguru will undoubtedly assist him. Sri Guru Ram Das 

Ji said; 
 

baanee guroo guroo hai baanee, vich baanee a(n)mrith saarae || 

The Word, the Bani is Guru, and Guru is the Bani. Within the Bani, the Ambrosial Nectar is 

contained. 
 

Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj said; 
 

pathith paavan har biradh sadhaaeae eik thil nehee bha(n)nai ghaalae || 

It is the Lord's natural way to purify sinners; He does not overlook even an iota of service. 
 

And 
 

jo saranee aavai sarab sukh paavai thil nehee bha(n)nai ghaaliaa || 

One who comes to His Sanctuary, finds absolute peace; not even a bit of his work goes unnoticed. 
 

That is, even though you may not understand, God will accept your prayers. God never in the 

slightest degree spoils a good act, so how could the daily repetition of our hymns be wasted?” 

 

The Guru’s questioners were satisfied and their devotion increased. 

 

 

Another example: 

At one time, a young child went to a Gursikh, and stated that no matter how hard he tried to keep Gurbani 

in his heart, he just could not understand or keep it. He stated that his mind was not a bucket, but a 

strainer, which let everything pass through and did not contain the meaning of Gurbani. 
 

The Gursikh said "let us try an experiment. Here is a strainer, and here is some water, and pour a bucket of 

water through the strainer. "The child did this and said "see the water was not contained, it just passed 

through my mind just like this". The Gursikh said. "Do it once more", he did, and still the water passed 

through the strainer. The saint said. "Do it very quickly, ten times at least". The child did, and at the end of 

this experiment, he said "See water still passes through, no matter how quickly or slowly many times, and 

how many buckets we pass through it". 
 

The Gursikh said. "Look carefully at the strainer and see if there is any thing different." The child did, and 

his eyes were filled with tears, and he said. "Yes, I see the difference now; the grimy dirty strainer is now 

shiny and bright, like never before.  
 

The Gursikh said. "My son, this is what Gurbani does for you, it cleans your mind, and even if you do not 

realize it, it slowly cleanses your mind, and protects you from the five vices. The more you recite Gurbani, 

your mind will not only become shinier, but become like the bucket itself, which will not only become clean, 

but hold the meaning of Gurbani in your heart". 
 

The child smiled, and felt he had received the best example of the power of Gurbani.  



Two functions of Gurbani – (Mantra-roop and Guru-roop) 

First function of Gurbani is that it is Mantra-roop. Mantra is such word or combination of words that if 

spoken with a certain maryada, yield results. It does not matter if one understands the meaning of Mantra 

or not; it still has effect. It does not matter whether one knows the nature of fire or not. If one brings one's 

hand near fire it will burn. Same way, whether one knows that water cleans one's body or not, it still cleans 

it. Similarly, Gurbani cleans one's inside. When one does paath of Gurbani and listens attentively to the 

sound of Gurbani, it has an enchanting and life-changing effect on the seeker. Just by listening to Gurbani 

one's sorrows and pains are removed. One becomes close to Vaheguru. Amritdhari Gursikhs know that 

when one does paath of Gurbani with maryada, automatically and effortlessly, the Naam Abhyaas from 

within starts. One's mind wants to japp Naam. This is the Paaras Kala of Gurbani. 
 

Does water understand the meaning of Gurbani? No. But still it turns into Amrit when Gurbani Paath is 

done in its vicinity. What else is the Khande di Pahul? If we take away Gurbani from it, what is left 

behind? Just sweet water. So it is proven beyond doubt that it is the paath of 5 Amrit Baanis that turn 

the sweet water into Amrit. Water does not understand Gurbani but it still turns into Amrit. Our body 

too is 75% water. Would it not turn into Amrit, if Gurbani paath is done with Maryada? In other words, 

the whole body would turn into Amrit, if paath would be done with Maryada. Can any disease remain in 

the body then? 
 

The four pauris of Suniai in Siri Jap jee Sahib teach us the greatness of listening to Naam and Gurbani. Just 

by hearing it, one's sorrows are removed but the condition is that one MUST HEAR GURBANI. If we do 

paath and our concentration is not in Gurbani, then too the benefit is there but at a very low level. The full 

effect comes with listening to Gurbani, while doing paath of it. 

 

Second function of Gurbani is Guru-Roop. Being our Guru, it shows us the way to Vaheguru. In order to fully 

understand Gurmat, it is imperative that Gurbani be understood but as per Gurbani, there are very rare 

ones who do vichaar on Gurbani:  
 

baanee biralo beechaarasee jae ko guramukh hoe || 

Only a rare person contemplates on Gurbani and such person can do so only if he is a Gurmukh.  
 

eih baanee mehaa purakh kee nij ghar vaasaa hoe ||40|| 

This Bani of the Supreme Being; is such that who ever contemplates on it, one dwells within the home of 

his inner being. 
 

The above reference from Gurbani leaves no doubt that an effort should be made to understand Gurbani.  
 

Another important thing is that this understanding should come directly from Gurbani and not from 

translations. In the beginning and even at later stages one has to refer to translations done by Gurmukhs 

but as one progresses spiritually, one finds that Gurbani itself reveals itself to the one who does paath with 

shardha. Effort should be made to understand words used in Gurbani and also an attempt should be made 

to understand the basic grammar of Gurbani. It greatly assists one in understanding Gurbani. 
 

If one understands Gurbani, it greatly enhances the Vismaad (enjoyment) one gets from listening to Kirtan 

or Paath. Without understanding, this Vismaad is hard to get. 
 

There will always be benefits if one recites without understanding. But there will be greater benefit if one 

contemplates the advice/meanings of Gurbani, and the biggest benefit is following the advice of Gurbani. It 

is important to make an effort to understand the meanings of Gurbani. We live in the age of information. 

There are so many dictionaries, encyclopaedias, discussion forums, where we can inquire about the 

meanings of Gurbani so there is really no excuse we can make. So we should take advantage of all these 

resources.  
 

Also Naam Simran is a MUST. Without doing Naam Simran, the meanings and concentration of Gurbani 

becomes much harder. Our minds are pitch black due to the deeds of many life times. Naam simran helps 

remove this blackness, and when the blackness is removed the mind more easily soaks the meanings of 

Gurbani which is pure light. When we recite Bani and we do not do Naam Simran along with Bani then ego 

sets in which makes it impossible to connect to the illuminated essence of Gurbani. 


